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A Syntactic Anomaly:the Status of`Almost'

Alan Bunyan

A.INTRODUCT10N
In a previous articlel),a considerable degree of inconsistency was noted with regard

to information carried in various reference sources concerning the possible range of

granlrrlatical functions au;ributable to the word`as'. In the present article attention will be

focused on a silnilat ifless complex,classincatory problenl concerning the word`alrnost'.

On the one hand,we have sources such as Webster's2),wlth b″ o separate entnes for`allnost'

(p。 59):(1)*l an adverb(exempliied by`almost every man',(2)an attect市 e(ex.`an

almost failure').Cθ JJグ%s助 ,on the other hand,(p.42)lists it only once,classitting it only as

an adverb meaning`very nearly',while O巾 γ″)(p。
58),despite having only one entry for the

word,sees it to divide it up under several distinct headings:(1)an atteCtiVe OR adverb

(my capitals),meaning`mostly al1/for the most part',exemplned by(archaic)`… .almOst

Northmen',(2)an adverb meaning`very nearly'(ex.… `almost blind'),(3)an attect市 eOR
adverb,meaning`close to being'(ex。 `。 …an allYlost Quaker'),(4)an archaic intensifler to a

rhetorical interrogative(to which use,howevet since no clear grammatical classincadon is

provided,no further consideration will be given).

A1l ofthe above might seem rather inexplicable g市 en,for example,the fact that`nearly'一

as close a synonynl of`allnost'as one could hope tO ind― is listed unequivocally in all three

reference sources as an adverb,pure and silTlple*2. Howevet that would be to overlook the

fact that,regarding`almost',there is a very real analytical problem.

Bo THE DILEMMA
When we consider phrases such as`alinost anyone'9`allnost everything'etc。 ,it would

appear that they can be explicated from a structural viewpoint in one of only bⅣ o ways―

either

Construal(A):that an adverb(almOst)is moditting a pronoun(anyone,everything)

Or

Construal(B)三 that`al1lost'here,standing ostensibly as a inodifler to a pronoun,must

therefore be inctioning as an attectiVe (just as it does in obsolescent expressions such as

α%αJttθs′ 働 πsガα%).



The dilemma,however,is that to accept(A)would essentially require a radical

redeinition of the term`adverb',which is un市 ersally understood to refer to a word capable

of modiけing a Verb,atteCtiVe or other adverb(ial),but%θ ′one that mod五 es a substtntive*3。

To accept(B),On the other hand,would entail an equally anomalous analysis,one

necessiねting a drastic re宙 sion of what we mean by the term`attecuve'。 For if we compare

this supposedly attect市al`almostt in terms Of pr市ilege of occurrence,to other cases where

it is patently adverbial(α J“θs″ ′υι λ%%グγθグ,αJ“θs″ ′%おλθグ,α J“θs″ グιαグ,etc。 ),we ind nO

real difference beyond the strange fact that`anyone'and`everything'are pronouns,and not

atteCt市als*4.(`Almost'in α%αJ“θs″ C力πsガα%,as archaic as that may sound,does at least

occupy exactly the position lnidway bebreen article and noun that we would expect of an

atteCtiVe,cf.α  gθθごC力πs′′α%,α%θツα
“
gθ Jlicα J Cλπs′′α%,etc.)

Given,then,that neither ofthe above,ostensibly exhaustive,altern潤 ves seemsin any way

feasible within the accepted framework of grammatical analysis,what are we to make ofthisP

Herein lies the analytical problem with which we will here be concerned.

Ce OBJECTIVE

The ottect市e Of the present article is to endeavor to resolve the dilemma adumbrated

above by demonstrating that,although`all■ ost'in the case of the problematic [all■ ost

十PRONOUN]structures cited is in fact adverbial rather than attectiVal,this assertion

nevertheless does not enmil any real syntactic anomaly

Do ARGUMENT
One point regarding construal(B)that strikes us inllnediately as,to say the least,

highly suspicious is that this apparent ability of`almost'to“ modi壕"prOnOuns does not,for

some reason,extend to nouns(by far the more`natural'o匈 ectS Of attect市al mOdincttion)

occurring in synmctically identical positions.袖 us,while we mtt have

[1]五′笏θs′ α
“
ノbθ

`ゥ
θα%グθ励お・

,with`anybody'in sutteCt position,we cannot create a structurally parallel sentence by

substituting any noun,singular or plural,countable or uncountable,either with or、 アithout an

accompanying article,to wit e.g.

[2] *五 Jttθs′ αbり θαπグθ滋た.

[3] *ス Jπθs′ ″αttJ“グθα%αθ励お。

[4]*五 Jπ

“
′′θηルθαπあ 励た.

[5] *ス Jπθs′ 滋θs″

“
薇7“おθα%あ 厖た。



This would Seen■ to point us tentatively toward the inference that,as strange as it lnay

seem,`almost'in αJttθs′ α%γbθ

`夕

iS indeed an adverb,rather than an attect市 e Of any kinde

How,then,can this beP

‐ e answer seems to lie in the origin ofthe indeinite pronoun group― αηノbθαtt sθπθθ%θ ,

πθ′λグ%t,etc. ―in respect of which this phenomenon occurs,which are all formed fronl a

combination of indeinite atteCt市 e(sθπθ,αηノ′%θ′θυθ7)and Substant市 e けカグπg,bθの,

θπθ).Ъe factthat we have come to"万 ′θ such phrases as single words,though,essentially

does not change the way that certain other words relate to them grarrllnatically,for,in

terms of the spoken language,the b″ o二word phrase`alrrlost anybody' is virtually identical

(iee.except regarding a lninor discrepancy in vocal stress)to the three― word phrase

`almlost any body',and― insofar as it constitutes the syntagim[[ADV+ADJ]十 NP]―

needless to say,perfectly grammaticalo The same explanation ultimately applies to`none',

which,despite its evolution into a monosyllabic fornl,Originates as急 汀o distinct()E words

%θ α%(=`nO(t)one'.)Hence the apparent anomaly of an adverb moditting a prOnoun is

seen to be essentially no more than an illusion arising from an orthographic convention― the

chance coalescence in the ω万″θ%language of bⅣ o rnorphemes into a single word。

袖 us we have a situation in which a word is moditting an initial component,rather than

the whole,of another word― an unusual state of affairs,granted,but certainly far less

unpalatable from an analytical viewpoint than any ofthe alternat市 es。

‐ e mattet howevet cannot be completely laid to rest there,for we ind also that`all',an

indeflnite pronoun but not one originating as bvo words,and even (noむ rithstanding the

above)some noun phrases can appear,on occasion,to be rnodined by`alinost',including

`half',`a quarter'and`the wholet e.g.

AIInost a1l ofthe rnoney is gone.

AImost(a)half ofthe students were absente

AIInost a quarter ofthe lnembers have expressed disapproval.

AIInost the whole of his life has been devoted to art.

Again,we instinctively sense that`almost'here is hnctioning every bit as adverbially as in

our pre宙ous examples,but how do we prove this in a case where,yet again,it seems to be

mOditting substant市 esP

Since explanations based on written vse spoken forms will e宙 dently get us nowhere here,

we must instead look more closely at the words themse市 es,and,where that fails,at their

synね ctic context.

Regarding flrst the pronoun`all',we are well aware that,although the structure of[6:

above rnay be dificult to account fott no such difnculty applies when`all'is used as a sirnple

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]



atteCt市e,as in

[10]五 Jttθ s′ 五Lι EηgJおλπθ%ettoy soCCen

(the iね licized portion having the structure[EADV tt ADJ]+NP])。

Adverb■lmost'in[6]seems simply to be`blindt as it Were,to the fact that`all'is here a

pronoun and to be relating to it exactly as ifitwere an attect市 e asin[10]。

But are there any precedents in English gral■ lnar for this phenomenon of a word's

apparendy interacting synね cucally with foregoing words as ifit were one part of speech,but

with subsequent words as ifit were anotherP

Surprising as it rnay seenl,there are indeed:the lnost outsね nding example is that of the

gerund,such as`seeing'in

[11]The advantage of our seeing him personally is that he will getto know our faces.

which stands,as might any nominal*5,aS the ouect ofthe preposition`of'and the referent of

possess市 e attectiVe`Our',yet relates exactly like a verb to thtt which follows,in that it both

governs a direct ouect(him)and takes adverbial modincation(personally)。

Ъ is possibility for a word to ettoy effectively a dual syntactic stttus would seem then to

account nicely for the case of[6]。 But what Of[7]― [9],whose suЦ eCt phrases conmin nOt

a single atteCt市 CP

The solution in this case must clearly be sought outside the silnple nouns themselves。

Looking again at[7]and [8],we observe one rather peculiar thing about them,namely

that,while the nouns″ λιηzsι JυθS(half,quarter)are rnOrphologically singular(having

respective plural forl田 Is λαJυθs and σ%αγ′θ
`曜

),the verbs of which they are apparently the

SubieCtS(Were,have)are plural in form.Yet,we know that this is not simply one of

those optional points,such as`the familyた 'versus`the family α″',where the one tends to

predominate in one variety of English and the other in another(respect市 ely AmE and BrE),

for there is no possibility,in any variety of English,of saying eo ge

[12]

Or

*Almost(a)half ofthe students was absent.

[13] *Almost a quarter ofthe members has expressed disapprOvale

Why should this beP Is it not,atter all,a cardinal rule of English synほ that a verb should

agree in number with its suЦectP OfCourse,in generalterms,it is,and this is in fact the only

case where even the most formal register of usage adrnits― indeed positivell‐ requires!― an

exception to be made,to wit where the noun that sttnds θs′θηs′♭′v as the nonlinative of the



verb,rather than consituting an independent suЦ ect,Simply forms part of a QUANTIFIER

PHRASE,that is,a phraSe denOting quantity or number formed(typically)from a nOun

phrase followed by`oft in which that constituent noun,while it lnay technically stand as

sentence―suttect,iS actually devoid of its characteAstic power to determine verbal numbe鳥

that power devo市 ing instead to the noun sね nding as ouect ofthe preposition(here`students'

and`members'),ot as itis often consequently known,the sθ ttα %ガθ subject.

Thus quantiner nouns(which remain entirely unable to affect the form of the verb even

when the of― phrase is merely implied,as in

[14] Half ωιπ in favoun

,meaning,e.gり `halfグ 励θ夕θ″Jθ',Or

[15]Two―thirds ωαs cOnSumede

,meaning,eo gり `師o―thirdsグ滋θ θαttθ ')

are effectively dispossessed of their nominal status,rather like attributive nouns,such as

`rubber'in`rubber lnatt whiCh,lacking any ofthe normal synね ctic powers or facilities of a

noun,are in reality much closer to simple attectiVes。

Thus,while supericially the structure of the subject― phrases of sentences[7]― [9]

seemsto be

EADV+NP+PP]
(PP=夕 %″θsグ′グθ%α J夕λπsθ )

their true,underlying structure is revealed rather to be that of

[EADV+QP]+NP]
(OP=`%αグがθγ夕λttSθ )

and,viewed in this way,they are now seen to bear a remarkable afinity to:

[16]∠ Jπθs′ %θ ωグ%θ was drunk.

,in which the italicized portion realizes the standard structure

[EADV tt ADJ]+NP].



Observing noW that the quantiier phrases of[7]― [9]are serving precisely the same

inction as the determin威市e attectiVe`nO'of[16]_namely that of specitting the σπαπ′グ妙

ofthe NP in quesuon_it seems only reasonable to expect an adverb to relate to them just

as ifthey were simple attectiVes,and thatindeed is clearly whatis happening:`almost'here

is moditting,nOt the constituent nouns of`half of',`the whole of'etc。 ,but rather the夕力ZSα J

α″ιθガυθS Ofwhich they are merely a parte

Ee CONCLUS10N
Exanlination of a number of syntactically parallel cases reveals that,regarding the

problelTlatic[allTlost tt PRONOUN]structures exelmplified by`all■ ost anyone,alⅡ lost

everything',we have,not the initially imagined syntactic anomaly of an adverb somehow

modifying a prOnOun,but rather the far less unprecedented case of an adverb (`allnost')

occurring,in accordance with normal grammatical relations,as a modiier to an atteCtiVe

(`any/every')notwithstanding the fact of the latter's being embedded θγ励昭鶴ρλ′θαJtt in a

word belonging to the form― class pronoun,and lnoreover that a comparable sort of syntactic

dualism mtt be observed with regard to a number of other structural types,most notably

that ofthe adverbially modined quandier phrase.

F00TNOTES

Ъ e bracketed numbers here are my own but essentially reflect,albeit in sirnplined fornl,the various

numbeAng systems used by the dictiona五 es in question.

On reaching the end ofthe present article,the attent市 e reader is unlikely to fail to note retrospecively

that the syntactic``dualisnl"propounded in connection with `alinost'can equally well be asserted

of`nearly'.The difference,howevet lies in the extra level of complication furnished by the(true)

α″θθ″グυαJ possibilities of the former(as nOted by the mttority Of the reference sources considered

here),entirely lacking in the case of the latten

I.e.a noun oF prOnOun.

I.eo words/phrases lnodifving,deternlining or otherwise descriptively relating to nouns (including

true attect市 es,numbers,paruciples,etc。 )

I.eo A word/phrase having in any given instance the typical functionality of a noun (as sentence―

SutteCt,Verbal o● ect,etC。 )
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